Come hear authors discuss their craft and their books.

**Mary Lou Bagley**

**Wednesday, Oct. 9th**

**6-7 pm at Windham Public Library**

*Other Wise* introduces sixty-two-year-old Margaret Meader—a native Mainer and an outsider. Though not “from away,” many in her community deem Margaret an oddity—an *other*. Plain spoken and direct, she is gifted with second sight—an intuitive ability to see beyond ordinary perception and distill what is seen to its practical essence. For decades her gift has benefitted many while frightening others, often making her a target for jealousy, suspicion, and hatred.

South Berwick author Mary Lou Bagley—seasoned actress and teacher—is known for her engaging reading style. With an ear for dialogue, strong characterizations, and exquisite details, she delivers a story that leaves readers wanting more. Fortunately for all, this debut novel is the first in a series!

Set in Maine, *Other Wise* introduces a cast of characters who will find their way into your dreams and beyond. For more information, visit: maryloubagley.com

Books will be available for purchase & signing.

For more information, contact Ray: 207-892-1908